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Abstract
In this paper I infuse political and legal theory with peer to peer decentralized design features. This experiment studies how property and liability, two core legal institutions attached to individual persons, react and can be transformed (like chemical elements) when applied a peer to peer, distributed design. This empirical and evolutionary approach of hacking the law, seen as a regulatory system, is then applied to the peer production of law itself, as a political advocacy method for achieving legal reform inspired by the peer to peer ethos.
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Introduction

Cyberspace has renewed legal thinking (Lessig, 1999a and 1999b, Elkin-Koren and Salzberger, 2004). More specifically, peer to peer is a disruptive technology (Oram, 2001) for copyright law and cultural industries (Litman; 2001; Vaidhyanathan, 2005), and for law enforcement in general. Peer to peer transformative power can also be applied to knowledge (commons-based peer production, Benkler, 2006) and more broadly to society (Bauwens, 2005; Glorioso et al., 2010). A challenge to neoliberalism, peer to peer is also used purely for convenience (Cammaerts, 2011). Many applications have developed alternative communication paths around these protocols:

In recent years, governments around the world have turned off the internet or restricted internet access in moments of political unrest and during large-scale protests. But, what do you do if you are reporting on an event and can no longer communicate with others, send information back to editors, use Twitter to follow live updates, or access Google Maps to
navigate your way through city spaces? How do you transmit information when the internet is not accessible?

Hong Kong Protests Propel FireChat Phone-to-Phone App

“Peer to Party” in the title of this article refers to the rise of peer to peer, not only as a technical infrastructure on the networks, but also as a sustainable political economy model for developing knowledge, goods and services, and as a set of alternative values in society. “Peer” is used both in the technical sense (as node in a peer to peer infrastructure) and in the social meaning (person hosting a node, using a peer to peer application, contributing to decentralized peer production, as defined by Dulong de Rosnay and Musiani, 2016).

In this paper, a jurisprudential analysis unfolding the theory of distributed architecture, I study the effect of applying peer to peer, defined as a technological design principle (Schollmeier, 2001; Reed and Sanders, 2008), to the liberal legal institutions of property, liability and democratic political participation. In this sense, beyond using technology as a tool of the law (Code as Law, Lessig, 1999), I propose to use technology as a tool for exploration and modelling of the law (following this methodology, see also Guadamuz, 2011, which uses network science to analyze internet law). Property and liability have been chosen as the most important legal institutions in private law and internet law, while political participation is the third element parsed through the peer to peer lens as an instrument of change and an actionable strategy for implementing distribution in the first two institutions.

Peer to peer fragmentation is particularly disruptive for the law because legal reasoning is accustomed to operate on subjects which are characterized by and uniquely attached to some spatio-temporal existence. At the core of our argument, this ontological difference between the nature of distributed technology and positivist legal thinking is also reflected in the gap between, on the one hand, capitalism, relying on identified entities (firms, workers) and, on the other hand, commons-based peer production, organized around non-fixed and uneven contributions. To link both ontological differences, the law is traditionally much more protective of the interests of capital (Capra and Mattei, 2015), with its identified owners, than of the commons, with a crowd of distributed peers, and the future generations which may contribute to and benefit from it. The contribution of this article is firstly to apply peer to peer to the theory of law, and also to suggest its transformative potential to reduce inequalities caused by the extreme concentration of capital and political power.

As a technology to be regulated (another mode of interaction between peer to peer and the law), peer to peer challenges the law, which usually applies to individuals, both in its reasoning and in its enforcement, at first copyright, considered as intellectual “property” [1], and intermediary liability, two central legal institutions discussed in this paper (Sections 2 and 3). Peer to peer is a reshaping element for the law (Lessig, 1999a, 1999b; Elkin-Koren and Salzberger, 2004; Elkin-Koren, 2006; Murray, 2006; Brown and Marsden, 2013), and a force able to transform other sources of power
(Mansell, 2012), which can be applied in order to fragment legal categories, and distribute property (Section 2) and responsibility (Section 3). The rhizomatic distribution of actions among actors, as operated in peer to peer architectures which can be observed in distributed storage (Musiani, 2014) and community wireless mesh networks (Dulong de Rosnay, 2015), is prompting a re-conceptualization of legal categories and a transformation of legal thinking.

The “Party” in the title refers to this technical fragmentation into parts (partire, divide in Latin). For lawyers, a party designates the legal entity participating in a contract, a lawsuit or any kind of legal action. Generally speaking, a party is an informal gathering of peers, possibly involving potluck and unexpected outcomes. “Peer to party” intends to set the tone for an admittedly rhetorical and idealistic celebration of peer to peer, even if peer to peer does not always challenge capitalism (Cammaerts, 2011).

In terms of scholarship, this paper stretches and applies the concept transversally, as a transformative element, and observes how the law reacts to it. The use of only pure peer to peer architectures at all communications levels (connectivity, encryption, applications, content, etc.) cannot necessarily be observed in “natural habitat” conditions. Some degree of centralization can be observed at some level most of the time. However, for the purpose of demonstration, I apply distributed architecture as an ideal type, mimicking experimental laboratory conditions in the natural sciences, in the same way that economists may rely on the supposed invisible hand of the market for some demonstrations.

“Occupy the law” proposes a sit-in approach to legal categories with the intention of changing the system outside a traditional political “party” by hacking the law, where hacking is understood as a social and cultural practice of resistance (Lin, 2004; Kelty, 2008; Berry, 2008; Barron, 2013; Coleman, 2013; Powell, 2016a). A number of blogs are using the expression “Occupy the law” to convey contestation and an alternative nature. I intend to use the expression “Occupy the law” in the same way as Wielsch (quoted in Steinbeis, 2012) to explain the transformative power of open licensing to achieve autonomy. Even if in this case the individualistic, author-centric conception of copyright law remains strong (Elkin-Koren, 2005; Dusollier, 2006; Barron, 2014), the copyleft hack allows us to use copyright law not to reserve, but to guarantee public access, reversing its original purpose.

Peer production of law and digital rights activism can be achieved through distributed political action (Section 4), relying on technology, platforms and participation (Jenkins, 2006), and proposing alternatives to vertical capitalism (Söderberg, 2013; Powell, 2016a) as supported by liberal political and legal institutions. Distributed political action, or do-o-cracy, has been successfully applied at least twice in order to challenge established property rights and liability allocated to individual persons at the international law level. International agreements (ACTA, SOPA, see Powell, 2016b) and the WIPO Marrakesh Treaty to Facilitate Access to Published Works for Persons Who Are Blind, Visually Impaired or Otherwise Print Disabled (hereafter the
Marrakesh Treaty) are recent global agreements affecting copyright and liability. The first was rejected and the second enacted, thanks to a distributed coalition of activists (including advocates of peer to peer networks), effectively disrupting the established legal order (Dulong de Rosnay, 2013).

Section 1. Peer to Peer, an Alternative Design Principle, and the Law

In this first section, I present peer to peer as a design principle and the challenges that fragmentation can pose to the law. Relying on the examples of community wireless mesh networks and distributed storage, I explain the difficulties of assigning liability. I then explain how the conflict is due to the ontological difference between the peer to peer model, and legal and liberal reasoning, which both depend on the concept of the individual for their own existence. After making this legal and philosophical point, I consider the legal precedents for peer to peer regulation in the field of internet liability, and how inadequate these have been.

Privacy and political activists are developing and using applications based on alternative technologies to protect their communication from governments and corporations, for instance with Tor anonymity software for browsing the internet, or Firechat, a local mesh messaging service which has been used during protests in the absence of a connection. Distributed architectures provide alternatives to centralized services which can be tapped, controlled or shut down by central authorities. Used in conjunction with encryption, these tools are helping demonstrators, activists, journalists and dissidents to circumvent surveillance. These alternative peer to peer communications technologies aim to address asymmetries of power with repressive regimes, corporate surveillance or law enforcement and intelligence agencies.

Distributed services are also used for practical reasons. Community wireless networks based on mesh protocols offer an alternative communication infrastructure, ensuring more or less resilient and performant access (Neumann et al., 2015) to the internet. They can be implemented in rural areas (Yarali et al., 2009), at festivals, after disasters, or in emergency situations (Dilmaghani, 2008). Besides, these grassroots initiatives are providing an alternative to expensive or unavailable commercial ISPs. In this sense, they constitute an infrastructure commons (Baig et al., 2015), with a locally governed, commons-based peer production of connectivity.

In the paper I presented at the Adam conference and published shortly afterwards (Dulong de Rosnay, 2015), I started to explore how peer to peer and its distribution design principle (Schollmeier, 2001; Reed and Sanders, 2008) reconfigures legal concepts and categories. In order to do this, I analyzed the techno-legal architecture of mesh networks and distributed storage (in the first version of Wuala, the service renamed Drizzle by Musiani (2014)) in order to explain the impact of the fragmentation of files and computing events on legal qualification, the intellectual opera-
tion, performed by legal scholars, lawyers and judges, of assigning a fact to a legal category, and necessary for interpreting and applying the law.

Decentralization at various technical levels challenges legal enforcement because liability cannot be assigned to a single person, since files and actions are distributed among peers (see Marsden, 2013; Larsson, 2013): Mesh networks are an especially resilient tool because there's no easy way for a government to shut them down. They can't just block cell reception or a site address. Mesh networks are like Voldemort after he split his soul into horcruxes (only not evil). Destroying one part won't kill it unless you destroy each point of access; someone would have to turn off Bluetooth on every phone using FireChat to completely break the connection. This hard-to-break connection isn't super important for casual chats, but during tense political showdowns, it could be a lifeline. How Hong Kong Protesters Are Connecting, Without Cell Or Wi-Fi Networks

In a fair and democratic justice process, individuals can be held liable for infringing the law directly or indirectly, by facilitating cybercrime, only if they can be identified and proved guilty. Law enforcement is accustomed to allocating tort to individual persons designated as liable or responsible for an action, not to unstable groups of peers (Dulong de Rosnay, 2015). Failing this, the law will try to target intermediaries (Elkin-Koren, 2006; Zittrain, 2006). Individual peers whose devices are part of an alternative network providing hosting, connection or browsing do not know what content they are incidentally facilitating the communication of. In the case of most community mesh or distributed wireless infrastructure, peers neither monitor nor store connection metadata or content exchanged. And in the case of distributed storage (in the first architecture of Wuala, analyzed as Drizzle by Musiani (2014), an alternative to cloud storage, data is first fragmented, then locally encrypted, only to be distributed among other users' hard drives as encrypted fragments which are not perceptible to the senses. Data is then duplicated. Redundancy enables retrieval at any time desired by the user, without all peers hosting encrypted fragments being connected. Users who are peers in the distributed hosting architecture are not identified by any central authority, for example the service developers. Only the original user who has encrypted her file for back-up purposes will be able to reconstruct and decrypt the file. No other user, developer or enforcement authority is able to control or see the file.

Fragmentation of data and actions jeopardizes the location-, time- and subject-based legal reasoning “where each object or right can be assigned to one actor.” The legal method of attributing rights and responsibilities to identifiable persons does not apply well to “technically insignificant fragments” distributed among peers. And private international law relies greatly on the location of actions in order to determine both jurisdiction and applicable legislation. Concepts of “the author of an action, action and content or object are no longer tangible units, but aggregated, open-ended and evolving fragments” (Dulong de Rosnay, 2015). Peer to peer has the same effect on the law as algorithmic governance, as analyzed by Antoinette Rouvroy (2012), “bypassing” the notion of sub-
ject and focusing on “temporary aggregations”, also in contrast to liberal, tangible conceptions of persons.

The ontological difference between peer to peer fragmentation and legal reasoning unicity can be challenging for the (positivist legal) mind who is accustomed to the subjects of a law enjoying a state of permanence and unicity. The law is struggling with peer to peer because it usually requires the “actual existence of singular individuals” who are grounded in space and time, and this existence conditions the enforcement of the law (Karskens, 1997, pp. 40-41, with reference to Derrida's *Force of Law*, p. 996).

By extension, peers using and constructing peer to peer are injecting its ideology into a non-hierarchical, decentralized society corresponding to the holistic model (Dumont, 1983). This anthropologist and political theorist, a student of Mauss, analyzed individualistic and holistic modern societies, designating “an ideology which gives more value to the social totality as a whole and neglects or subordinates the individual as an independent given” (Dumont, 1983 p. 304). According to Dumont, the Political, as a fact and a category, does not emerge from interactions between individuals, but rather from the collective will of society as a whole. At this point it should be noted, or recalled, that the modern, liberal philosophical conception of law (Hobbes, Rousseau, Locke...) posits that legal principles “reflect the order of nature and are to be deduced or extracted from properties which are inherent to the human person considered as an autonomous, independent being” (Dumont, 1983, p. 97). Institutions of Property, Liability, and State derive from natural laws as foundations of the social contract. Utilitarian (Bentham) and positivist (Kelsen) schools, criticizing the justification and supremacy of natural law over positive law as a system of rules, are still relying on the premises of subjects when they criticize aspects of the source of law (morality and normativity) other than its application to subjects. Marx’s critique of modern law and liberal ideology grounded in individualism (Fuchs, 2015) sees the origin of rights as being in community rather than in isolation: “Society does not consist of individuals, but expresses the sum of interrelations, the relations within which these individuals stand” (Marx, 1857).

In legal philosophy, legal personhood is a “legal fiction” (Bentham, 1997), a fact of the mind allowing the law to apply to non-human entities such as organizations, corporations, states, and to preserve their rights and responsibilities. The law has been able to deal with crowds, and with software agents; the law will be able to address Decentralized Autonomous Organizations even if these are not an established legal entity. Regulatory difficulties with regard to applications hosted on the blockchain arise from the technical distribution of the architecture (Mallard et al., 2014), not from their lack of personhood or from the automation of legal activities, which is nothing new (Guadamuz and Marsden, 2015).

Calling into question the persistence and adequacy of “individual legal entities [as] the basis of legal reasoning and the subjects of rights,” I recognize that, even if the distribution phenomenon
seems technically challenging, the concept of collectiveness and collective action is not, and has been addressed by the law. Indeed, several precedents in law have already been allocating responsibility and agency to persons for crimes performed by others (on murders committed within crowds, see the doctrines of common purpose (Unterhalter, 1988) and vicarious criminal liability (Kreit, 2007)). There is no need to be a person in order to be recognized in political philosophy or network science as having agency: this has been the case for collectives in networked social movements (Smiley, 2011; Bailey and Mattei 2013; Toret and Calleja, 2014) and for non-human agents (Teubner, 2006; Sartor, 2009). Therefore, the main theoretical obstacle to a legal grabbing of peer to peer is even more a matter of the absence of an individual agent than of the distribution or fragmentation of the action. Individual liability and shared liability have been recognized and implemented by law, unlike distributed liability.

Predictive social sciences, at the crossing of social movements and complex system science, are empirically proving social influence and re-enforcement, “interdependence between individuals,” and “enabling the emergence of new types of self-organised collective behavior,” following early cybernetists (Chavalarias, 2016). Blindly detecting future possible crime (Mohler et al., 2011) and acting upon it, as studied in the third section of this article on distributed liability, appears dystopian, and as unfair as the doctrine of common purpose making “One Person Liable for the Acts of Another” (Unterhalter, 1988).

Several legal hacks of peer to peer law have already succeeded in embedding collectiveness into law, as alternatives to neoliberalism, or at least to traditional market/state models: commoners’ bundle of rights to shared property (Ostrom, 1990), water held as commons in Italy (Mattei, 2013; Carrozza and Fantini, 2016), Creative Commons rights under copyright segmentation (Elkin-Koren 2005), which will be analyzed in Section 2.

However, despite the existence of peer to peer law precedents demonstrating the ability of the law to address collectives beyond individuals, regulatory answers to data fragmentation and encryption have not been very effective. Anonymization technologies are used by both activists and cyber-criminals. Tor, for instance, helps privacy-seeking dissidents and journalists, but also criminals, to facilitate the dissimulation of activities taking place on the Darknet (Bartlett, 2015; Minárik and Osu-la, 2016). The Silk Road was taken down by the FBI and resurrected just a few days later.

Targeting intermediaries is difficult for law enforcers because of the intermediaries’ limited liability regulation enacted in the early 2000s. Thanks to the Internet Service Providers’ intermediaries liability safe harbor, mesh network providers cannot be held liable for their users’ infringement (Hatcher, 2007) if they promptly take down infringing content when notified. In the specific case of distributed storage, this would become irrelevant since the content is never published.

Regulators can try to outlaw peer to peer technologies, slow their development, or impair their implementation or use, which will lead to a chilling effect on innovative, legitimate usages. Vivendi
Universal, a concentrated rights holder, proposed in 2006, during the transposition in France of the European Union Copyright Directive, that peer to peer file-sharing software be outlawed by the introduction of criminal liability for authors of software which could be used for copyright infringement purposes. These proposed amendments were invalidated as unconstitutional [3], since peer to peer can also be used for legal purposes.

Legislators can make it illegal to share a connection without identifying, securing or otherwise retaining metadata. The “three strikes law” in France and police operations in the US have targeted users accused of negligence in securing their wifi. Such policies of graduated response are not respecting the principle of proportionality and are harming freedom of expression (Guadamuz, 2014). Since IP identification is not fixed, and can be spoofed, such data cannot not be held to be sufficient information to trace an individual, or to identify her with certainty. The French Hadopi measure was revoked in 2013, after only one suspension of connection.

Legislators can impose heavy monitoring and storage duties on internet access providers, for instance requiring them to keep a copy of both the identification and the connection traces of users. This was the case in Italy between 2005 and 2011. An antiterrorism decree [2] required owners or managers of internet access points using wireless technology to collect an identity document from persons using unsupervised public workstations for computerized communications. The process was extremely cumbersome, preventing open wifi, and in any case inadequate for regulating community mesh networks without a central manager or a contract which could indicate a legal relationship. When users are not registered or identified, and when their presence is unstable and not necessary for making available packages whose content they have no knowledge of, it is difficult to assign liability.

After identifying consequences, options and challenges of peer to peer for the law, and the notion of the legal person in legal theory and in internet regulation, the next sections consider more successful attempts to hack, or introduce distribution into law, and the concept of the individual person as a subject of rights (of property, see Section 2), of duties (or social responsibilities, engaging one’s legal liability, see Section 3) and capable of political participation, action or activism (see Section 4).

**Section 2. Distributed Property**

This section analyzes three precedents of peer to peer: fragmented, distributed, or collective property among unidentified, evolving group of peers in legal history – the bundle of rights in common-pool resources, copyright and the public domain; Creative Commons licensing; and collective property in environmental law. As a methodology, I apply here the classical framework of
“usus, abusus and fructus” as components of property rights, in order to better understand how property in terms of goods can be fragmentation, or in other words distributed. Another application of the framework, this time to big data, can be found in the work of Karanasiou and Douilhet (2016).

Property rights traditionally structure and limit access to, and enjoyment of, a good, including the right to exclude others, to alienate, or to sell it. Roman law recognized three categories: usus, the right to use the good; fructus, the right to grow or rent it; and abusus, the right to dispose exclusively of, destroy, or resell the good. These rights can be concentrated in the hands of a single owner, but various mechanisms allow the fragmentation of property among different users, identified or unidentified, actual or potential.

Property as a bundle of rights was conceptualized in the early 20th century by John Commons and the legal realism movement in the USA. Goods are not considered as the source of an absolute or monolithic natural right protected by State law, but rather as a set of social relations with various responsibilities, rights and duties.

Tangible and intangible commons operate a segmentation of access and use rights in relation to shared resources. Common-pool resources (Ostrom, 1990) and common goods (res communis) are an alternative to both exclusive individual property and to unregulated open-access, to tangible resources subject to exhaustion – what Hardin (1968) described as when tragedy of the commons may occur, or to res nullius, for instance space, as noted by Milun (2011), which can be used and enclosed by anyone.

Before the land enclosure movement, natural resources were considered as common property, with a bundle of rights (access, exploitation, management, governance, exclusion, alienation) distributed in accordance with different uses by the community: harvest, gleaning, pasture, grazing (De Moor, 2011). In her analysis of the bundle of rights and collective or shared property, Ostrom distinguishes rights of access to the common resource, removal (eg of wood from a forest), management (of rights to remove), exclusion (deciding who will have access rights) and alienation (right to sell or transfer other rights).

Intangible, non-rival goods are also subject to non-exclusive segmented property. As a second example, copyright organizes a limited monopoly of exploitation (itself fragmented among rights to reproduction, making available and transformation), while maintaining a series of limitations or exceptions: in time, with the public domain granting the use of rights to everybody, and in accordance with different activities, some remaining free for all (depending on jurisdiction: parody, citation, fair use, education, text and data mining, preservation and archiving by libraries, news
reporting, etc.). The public domain has a different status, since it is possible to alienate it (abusus) when carrying out copyfraud, the private appropriation of public domain works, the copyright equivalent of counterfeiting.

This very innovative legal hack, providing a positive status to the public domain, and thus to the infringement of the public domain, with a sentence comparable to copyright infringement has been proposed in a WIPO study by Dusollier (2010) and reused in policy proposals (Communia Positive Agenda for the Public Domain and Communia WIPO Statement, 2012, rejected amendment to French Digital Republic bill, 2015 [4]) to preserve the public domain from exclusive appropriation. It protects not the rights of rightsholders, but the potential rights of possible future users to equally access and use the resource. The only sanction for misappropriation of the public domain in positive law can be found in Chilean law [5]:

(a) anyone who knowingly reproduces, distributes, makes available or communicates to the public a work belonging to the public domain […] under a name which is not that of the true author
(b) anyone who claims or demands economic rights in works in the public domain shall be deemed to have committed an intellectual property violation.

The French minister for digital affairs proposed in 2015 protecting the public domain from individual appropriation practices which would lead to the removal of collective rights from the public (for instance, digitization of public domain works re-introducing exclusive rights) by allowing associations to sue on behalf of the public domain and stop exclusive appropriation. The proposal was not accepted.

This second example illustrates the problem arising from the absence of damage to an actual person (the author’s rights have expired and there are no rightsholders to sue), as opposed to potential members of the public who could suffer from the enclosure of the work and be prevented from exercising rights which no longer belong to the rightsholders. The Chilean solution clearly and elegantly circumvents the issue by equating violation of the public domain with copyright infringement. However, the law does not indicate who is entitled to sue: the State or any party.

As a third example, Creative Commons (inspired by the FLOSS licenses model, GNU-GPL being the first) hacked copyright law by granting rights which fall under the limited monopoly of exploitation to the public. Licensees are a legal fiction, a group of non-identified potential persons who may or may not decide to exercise the rights and make them effective in the future.

The different licensing options are segmenting attributes under copyright usage rights between
reproduction, or making available, and transformation, or making of derivatives. The right of access corresponds to the Roman category of *usus*. The right to reproduction, the right to make derivatives, and the right to commercial exploitation fall under *fructus*. The licensing scheme in its initial versions (1.0 through 3.0) also distinguished between the *usus* right to reuse without modification in a collection (not subject to optional limitation) and the *fructus* right to reuse in a transformative manner. *Abusus*, the right to exclude, is neutralized by the copyleft clause, requiring derivatives under *fructus* to be distributed under the same *usus* and *abusus* (access and reuse) conditions. Copyleft therefore distributes the *fructus* part of the property by protecting against *abusus* the future, potential rights of the public, as a collective, after an individual has exercised the right to make a derivative.

However, this fragmentation of rights, allocating some to the public while reserving some others, relies on copyright ownership and depends on the decision of the individual licensor (Elkin-Koren, 2005; Barron, 2014), who continues to enjoy *in fine* the rights of *usus*, *abusus* and *fructus*, and may decide to grant some to the group.

Rightsholders have the option to allocate fragments of rights under copyright under different conditions, granting some access (*usus*) rights to all. Licensors correspond, in the terminology of Ostrom, to providers who can impose conditions on authors, contributing editors and consumers/users and manage the various rights accordingly under the copyright bundle. They may reserve the commercial *fructus* rights and share with the public (or grant to the commons) only non-commercial, less valuable *fructus* rights. Exceptions under copyright ensure stronger and more stable collective rights to the extent that these are removed by law from the bundle of rights that the author may manage exclusively.

The ShareAlike option is “Approved for Free Culture Work”, as granting the necessary freedoms required by the liberal *open data, open education* and *open science* movements. It also accepts sole attribution (CC BY), and voluntary, anticipated public domain (CC0), allowing commodification and proprietary enclosure with commercial *usus*, *fructus* and *abusus*. In the absence of a clause reserving commercial rights, the ShareAlike option (until the third version of the licenses) applies to the adaptation of a work, not to the unmodified work itself, which can thus be subject to content aspiration by predatory commercial websites whose business model is based on traffic and personal data exploitation rather than related to the resources being made available.

This side effect prompted efforts to develop “copyfarleft” licenses, introducing more finely grained distinctions so that commerce could be carried out by workers or cooperatives, where profits are redistributed, but not by companies which would extract and concentrate profits (Kleiner, 2007).
Viera and De Filippi (2014) propose the development of a reciprocity clause “that restricts commercial usage according to how much the user has contributed to the common pool,” requiring an actual *ex-ante* contribution by identified peers, instead of the copyleft provision opening possibilities *ex post*. The reciprocity model would re-introduce metrics and the identification of persons, unlike peer to peer architectures in which peers and contributions are not identified (contributing to storage or wireless could be recognized as a valuable contribution to the commons, but this would require identification, defeat anonymity, and possibly trigger liability, which does not play in favor of reputation nudge to encourage peer production). Copyfarleft and reciprocity correctives to commercial predation made possible by some Creative Commons options are designed for identified persons, not for evolving, unstable peers contributing to a peer to peer application. They are closer to shared property (a well-established practice in real estate [6]) than to actual collective property in which peers are not identified, as described in the first section of this article.

Collective groups of unidentified peers are addressed in environmental law legal hacks to property. Many States allow the purchase of the right to build, or limit possible usages (a fragment of rights) of a piece of land only to preserve it unbuilt for future generations. Voluntary servitudes, community land trusts, and conservation covenants or easements are among the various legal instruments available in civil and common law. Voluntary servitudes are designed to protect the environment, where a land owner transfers a fragment of her rights to the state or a non-profit intermediary for purposes of biological conservation.

Environmental law has created many hacks of the right to private property (Fernández, 2004; Owley, 2014). This transfer of property to achieve higher objectives leads to the allocation of many more rights than the *fructus* right to build to unidentified collective groups of peers which are not legal persons since they do not exist (an interesting example of the lack of legal personhood of unstable peer to peer distributed storage and mesh networks), and prevents *abusus* (which copyleft, copyfarleft and reciprocity copyright licenses have not yet achieved).

Also related to the protection of the environment as a commons, a legal hack under development that challenges the fiction of actual persons is the project for recognizing "ecocide" as an environmental crime in international penal law (Cabanes, 2015). This legal fiction would hold liable a company which could potentially damage the environment and harm future generations, by preventing them from exercising any rights to a piece of land, before pollution takes place. In this sense, the crime of ecocide resembles copyfraud, the enclosure of public domain works, since both conceptualize and recognize the potential rights of future unidentified groups of peers.

As Ugo Mattei notes (Capra and Mattei, 2015), the ideological construction of property as an
individual freedom has done a lot of harm, since it has been used only to support extractive capitalist ideological hegemony, making it difficult to imagine other more generative purposes such as the transmission of rights to the next generations, to a fuzzy group of unknown peers, and difficult to write positivist legal hacks to support these alternatives.

This section has identified existing cases of distributed property. The distribution of rights to an object, be it tangible or intangible, is helpful for the conceptualization of commons-based collective property. The copyleft legal hack is a different allocation of the bundle of rights under copyright, as some rights are allocated in advance to future unidentified peers and the action of the license may be legally binding only at the time the right granted is exercised. In this sense, both the legal hacks of a copyleft license and environmental servitudes are transfers of rights in expectation of the resource growing and being used and fructified, but not abused (or enclosed) by future persons whom it would be impossible to contract directly at the time of the initial rights-owner’s intention.

The discussion in the next section moves to responsibility, and studies the effects of distributing this legal institution among an unidentified, unstable group of peers.

Section 3. Distributed Liability

This section considers whether it is possible or desirable to allocate socio-legal responsibilities or liability directly to collectives constituted of peers, rather than identified individuals. It examines a set of online and offline, small and large communities and discusses the actual meaning and the possible side effects of distributing liability – or responsibility, its equivalent in civil law – and its social translation. Distributed trust is then studied as a possible way of distributing liability, since the literal distribution of torts and collective forms of liability is not an option.

Distributed responsibility can imply collective monitoring, reporting and sanctioning of illegal uses, following Ostrom’s Institutional Design Principle #4: “Effective monitoring by monitors who are part of or accountable to the appropriators’ and its complement”, and #5: “A scale of graduated sanctions for resource appropriators who violate community rules” (Ostrom 1990).

The ability of unstable groups of peers to endorse a duty of care and repair has been well identified and studied extensively in commons-based peer production: Wikipedia editors and administrators are developing and maintaining the resource. Their work to protect the commons from pollution by deleting copyright infringement, mistakes and vandalism, is intended to avoid the Wikimedia Foundation, a legal entity, being held legally responsible for hosting problematic content.

Musiani (2015) rightly points out that

…the collective dimension of this responsibility is also emphasized, and the collective consequences of individual infractions highlighted – regardless of whether the infraction is the storage of inappropriate content, the introduction of unreliable information or spam in a
distributed search index, or a ‘selfish’ management of the bandwidth shared by a P2P streaming system.

But this responsibility is social, not legal. The peer production of distributed storage or mesh connection contributes to improved quality of service. The role of each peer is not crucial from a techno-legal point of view, so individual peers can disappear without endangering the viability of the system. They only carry a social responsibility as part of a collective (or as last node), since it is their collaboration which guarantees that the system will function effectively.

Crowdsourced surveillance, justice and policing can take place in services and communities which present a certain degree of centralization: for instance, Diaspora, the semi-distributed social network, may contact nodes or administrators hosting ISIS propaganda. But if crime cannot be seen or allocated to a person due to encryption or fragmentation, it is unlikely that a collective sense of responsibility will develop. Besides, collaborative policing without checks and balances could lead to exclusion of or discrimination of users based on their IP address, or for other illegitimate or disproportionate reasons.

The analogy of pollution monitoring for Wikipedia does not apply to distributed storage or connection, in the absence of an identified legal person or centralized technical architecture which would allow the detection of an infringement. There is no procedure for dealing with an infringement in a distributed service such as Wuala or a community mesh network. Community monitoring and self-regulation to ensure the legality of the content circulating cannot happen if no infraction can be detected (Dulong de Rosnay, 2015). Trying to distribute legal liability among peers as an answer to the legal challenge raised by distributed architecture is tainted by uncertainty and arbitrary unfairness, similarly to the targeting of intermediaries mentioned at the end of the first section.

Collective legal liability and distributed monitoring did not appear to lawyers desirable or feasible and these have not been implemented in licenses governing intangibles and inspired by the commons, and applicable to digital works or internet access. Neither Creative Commons licenses in their current version 4.0 nor the Pico Agreement, a license for community wireless networks, offer any warranty of the content or service provided. They even contain explicit disclaimers of liability. Should the content be infringing or the quality of service bad, they do not allocate responsibility to providers, to peers providing the work or to the service. Creative Commons licenses may be used to circulate (usus) and to build upon (fructus) infringing content, a source of pollution of the commons, of fragilization of the license grant, or of risk for potential licensees. I have argued elsewhere (Dulong de Rosnay, 2013) that it would be preferable to allocate (and thus distribute) responsibility to identified licensors rather than to unidentified licensees, which transmits potential problems along the chain. This would raise the value of works and services made otherwise available for free or at a smaller cost than commercial products.
What kind of legal hacks could potentially distribute liability in the same way as copyleft dedication and such environmental entitlements as “advanced donations” for property? Could collective mechanisms of trust and reputation permit, on the one hand, the avoidance of damage? And, on the other hand, could insurance or mutualization allow a sharing of risk in the case of damage without the chilling effect of allocating liability to some or all individual peers, or to a group of peers? Would they be applicable and enforceable with respect to an unidentified, evolving group of distributed peers?

A precedent for the implementation of distributed trust actually fragmenting the risks, the legal liability and the social responsibilities within a group of peers can be found offline. An example of an online peer to peer platform for an offline regulated activity is the development of peer to peer insurance policies for cars. Guevara, in Brighton, UK, allows peers to pay a pool contribution to cover claims, and an insurance fee in the case of additional claims. Savings lower the insurance renewal fee. Groups of friends can be constituted in order to customize the insurance fee. Pooling in a group means that the risk is distributed among members: the peers’ financial contributions should be redistributed to the faulty peer becoming liable or suffering damage, or to everybody if all enjoy safe and lucky driving. This model of distributed responsibility requires voluntary pooling and trust among a small group, closer to the original Ostrom model of small-scale commons. A detailed case study could confirm organizational patterns and factors of (un)sustainability.

Arbitrary pooling would bring back the unacceptable models of allocation of responsibility presented in Section 1 with regard to murders. A comparable commons-based peer production case study, involving a local community organized through an online platform, can be found among groups of consumers supporting a local farmer or cooperative of producers who provide bulk delivery on subscription, and accepting smaller or less diverse weekly baskets in difficult times. AMAPs (Associations for the Preservation of Traditional Farming) have a charter, which follows Ostrom’s Institutional Analysis Design framework (Lamine and Rouchier, 2014), with arrangements demonstrating “mutual confidence and asymmetrical solidarity” (Mundler, 2007).

On a larger online scale, instances of Trust Web tokens and rewards of peer to peer trust remain mostly individualistic. Smart Contracts record the assignment of (individual) rights to (individual) parties. Cryptocurrencies similarly rely on distributed technology to perform legal actions such as authentication, but they ultimately embed individual control. Mining, the operation by which transactions on the blockchain are verified, is designed in a technically distributed manner, without a central trust intermediary, but this computer operation is not concerned for honesty or the subsequent absence of damage, source of tort or liability. Trust in the code is a recording modality, and does not equate to trust in actions taking place after the authentication of the transaction,
whether or not they violate it. Violation of trust, as in any anonymous scheme, is not unknown, and actual distributed trust may require re-intermediation, involving some level of re-centralization (Mallard et al., 2014). This would facilitate regulation, but remove the theoretical question of the existence and potential effect of distributed liability in the first place. It could also mean that responsibility cannot and should not be distributed, if it could have the effect of diluting the sense of accountability and moral responsibility. This is a genuine legal concern that arises from psychological studies: enhanced perception and hyperagency, which occur after human or cognitive enhancement, but can also be applied to the situation of peers when this is magnified by peer to peer applications, could change the perception of blame and responsibility and decrease social solidarity (Danaher, 2016b, quoting Nagel, 2010).

Considering viable examples of distributed trust observed in peer to peer car insurance and food cooperatives, and developing voluntary collective mechanisms of solidarity to cope with damage may be a financial and sustainability requirement for developers or visible nodes among collectives which risk facing arbitrary sentencing, depending on which peer or intermediary could be held liable. It would be a positive conception of distributed responsibility, a cooperative management of tort, a voluntary sharing of risks – not a denial of individual liability through the dilution of personhood, but a re-enforcement of trust through local groups or community nodes. Distributed trust (Chatwick, 2007) can also have a deeper political meaning, which is the subject of the next section.

Section 4. Distributed Participation

As the third and last institution to which the prism of peer to peer design is applied, distributed political action and participation is analyzed in this section both as a method and as an objective in opposition to the concentration of copyright and of liability for online infringement. Ultimately, the law can be seen as an operating system developed by peers, as the product of peer production, and as a commons itself able to support the commons in other fields of policy-making. I discuss here the case of the epistemic Access to Knowledge community, which relies on do-ocracy and on a peer to peer flavor of democracy as distributed political action.

Electronic democracy, mediactivism, technoactivism, network activism or hacktivism is a broad and well-established academic field (see, among many others, Bodó and Gunkel, 2005; Bodó, 2014; Coleman, 2012; Milan, 2013, Powell, 2016b). Collectives embedding the most distributed architecture in their methods and governance include Anonymous (Coleman, 2015), to a lesser extent the Pirate Parties (Burkart, 2014), and self-reportedly La Quadrature du Net (Digard, 2011). The use of specific tools is transforming participation and agency (on the use of wikis, see Feenberg, 2014; on
freedom technologists, see Postill, 2014; on liquid democracy, see Cammaerts, 2016; see also tools used in the construction of local European experiences of distributed politics such as Po-

It is within the context of these social movements that I have searched for the nuance of distributed participation, and the space where peer to peer architecture is infusing political engagement, and that I discuss here its methods and effects. And it is within the overlapping contexts of digital rights (Postigo, 2012), access to knowledge (Kapczynski and Krikorian, 2010) and freedom of information (Beyer, 2013) advocacy movements – a “heteroclite coalition” (Dulong de Rosnay, 2013), that I look for advocacy campaigns resulting from distributed political activism and aimed at further distributing rights under copyright to the public, or at avoiding a blind distribution of responsibility.

Several examples illustrate this model: the vote to approve the Marrakesh WIPO treaty after the constitution of an ad-hoc distributed community, which is considered below, and the withdrawal of international agreements such as ACTA and of national legislation such as SOPA and PIPA, which is mentioned more briefly. Peer to peer, and digital technologies in general, are both a means and an end, a tool and an objective. The experiment and the rhetorical metaphor of peer to peer is therefore applied twice, reflexively, as a method and as an objective, as a cause to support and as an identity to defend. The effect of these two experiences of peer to peer policy-making has been to distribute rights under copyright, as opposed to maintaining a concentration of all attributes of the bundle of rights in the hands of rightsholders, and refusing the monitoring of online activity and the allocation of responsibility for infringement to users and intermediaries. The vote and the dismissal of these international treaties and agreements are constitutional moments for a diverse and loose advocacy coalition that is collaboratively developing a policy agenda around shared values of access, using digital participatory tools and culture. After “political agnosticism” (Coleman, 2004), hackers achieving politics through code (Berry, 2008, Chopra, 2010) or going one step further and engaging in politics are importing principles and free software tools that are used to write code (Broca, 2016, on La Quadrature du Net).

As the third and last case of a peer to peer legal or political institution discussed in this paper, peer to peer politics relies on distributed, apparently uncoordinated actions of peers emerging from epistemic policy-making communities characterized by hybrid organization that is “Fostering Distributed Trust Across Horizontally Linked Citizen Groups” (Chatwick, 2007). These online communities are open, undefined and transnational. Their mapping (social connections and geographic location) may resemble that of a mesh network, without central coordinators, often without personal credit (comparable to attribution rights under copyright) for successes, and without mechanisms of accountability (the equivalent of liability) for failures [8]. This decentralization applies to grassroots citizen protest movements (such as Occupy, Arab Spring,
Access to Knowledge – a networked distributed community – managed in 2013 to change international law. For the first time a binding international instrument (the Marrakesh Treaty, see Fitzpatrick, 2014; Dixon, 2014), which did not give more rights to rightsholders (thereby centralizing rights and value), but distributed these by introducing a new exception to copyright was voted in. The intensity of discussions was due to the fact that the target community, blind and visually impaired persons, was not a fixed class of persons easy to identify, such as librarians, students or other beneficiaries of exceptions under copyright. At the end of the negotiations, the exception was not granted directly to the group of beneficiaries, but to identified intermediaries. Non-profits working with blind and visually impaired persons became entitled to produce accessible versions (e.g. Braille) of works available in other languages.

This was the first major success at the international law level of the Access to Knowledge community, a coalition constituted by countries of the global South and NGOs developing and promoting a positive political agenda (Kapczynski and Krikorian, 2010). This community brings together classical NGOs, professionally recruited civil servants, experts, consultants and academics, and informal groups who do not participate in the formal negotiations, but contribute to establishing the political agenda and mobilizing citizens. This networked form of digital activism is led by a very small number of actors without traditional forms of democratic representativity or accountability, building legitimacy through doocracy, a method which described below.

A very small number of diverse actors have changed both power relationships, this being the first time that the public interest has been taken into account in the formulation of a treaty: for Dixon (2014), this is a “Discursive Intervention in International Intellectual Property Policymaking [in which] Developing Countries and Civil Society Employ Text to Challenge and Change the Status Quo.” Advocacy strategies are based on decentralized digital networking, with actors gaining legitimacy through doocracy. This loose group of networked peers and NGOs brought together communities which were previously separate (Intellectual Property academics, librarians, universities, tangible and digital commons, Free, Libre and Open Source Software (FLOSS), open data, and open science movements), collaborating with countries of the South (emerging from the Development Agenda Group at WIPO, Brazil, Argentina, joined by Chile, Algeria, India and South Africa, similar to the Group of 77 at the United Nations) to develop a positive policy agenda, culminating in the vote to approve an international treaty granting rights to associations providing books for blind and visually impaired people.

This distributed group succeeded in reversing the paradigm of ever more Intellectual Property. It is a counter-power to Group B, including the United States, the European Union and other developed
countries with strong knowledge, entertainment and publishing industries, such as Canada or Switzerland, whose economies rely on Intellectual Property (copyright and also patents). The consequence of the rise of distributed politics was a switch of paradigm to evaluate Intellectual Property: IP for development (of access to education, science, innovation, culture) may replace development of IP. The vote on a treaty which for the first time grants enforceable rights, in the form of exceptions to exclusive rights, constitutes a first hack into international copyright law based on centralized property.

This distributed community borrows the name of the Access to Knowledge conference series started at Yale: researchers in law, economics, sociology, physics, biology and political science, lawyers, librarians and NGO activists for the right of access to medicine, patents, research, education and culture, free software programmers, college students involved in free culture, farmers freeing seeds, digital commoners and voluntary sharing advocates (peer to peer software, technobrega, Creative Commons, Open Access, Freedom of Information, open data movements) managed together to develop an agenda which was carried by the Development Agenda Group all the way to the vote on the Treaty in 2013.

A first federative moment for this community occurred in 2005, with the drafting of a shadow treaty for Access to Knowledge which had the structural effect of creating a collective political program for the definition of flexibilities and exceptions to Intellectual Property for access to education, culture, medicines or patents. Their motivation and purpose is to achieve an exit from the framework of cultural and economic concentration and domination by a neocolonialist, neoliberal order set by the North – mixed with arguments for human rights and libertarian arguments for freedom and return on taxes. Mixing leftist and rightwing values, the community maintains a coherence in its definition of objectives for more freedom for users and more rights for peers.

The a2k coalition at WIPO can be described as an epistemic community (Haas, 1992), a transnational policy community (Stone, 2008), or a transnational epistemic community (Dobusch and Quack, 2008; Barron, 2014; Mansell, 2012). It brings together NGOs (Lee, 2012; Polaud, 2012) and civil society (Bangasser, 2009), working with developing countries (Dixon, 2014) in a loose coalition (Florini, 2008). I apply here the concept of do-ocracy, which comes from the hacker culture, in order to describe the work of this community.

The hacker governance culture (Kostakis, 2015) developed the notion of do-ocracy, a peer to peer variation on democracy, a hacking method for “getting things done” (part of this section builds upon some earlier work of mine on this topic, see Dulong de Rosnay, 2013). Do-ocracy, or distributed political action, has been put into action by collectives of somehow unidentified (either truly anonymous or not really famous) peers in order to influence and redirect copyright and thus, in a sense, to successfully hack the law.
Derived from the Free Software and Open Source Software movement and inspired by the ethics of hackers and the Do It Yourself method, do-ocracy is an organizational principle based on decentralization and action. Actors choose their own roles and, by executing tasks, gain responsibilities, expertise, legitimation and social capital through their work and competences, rather than through election or a more traditional elite socio-professional selection process.

A do-ocracy is an organizational structure in which individuals choose roles and tasks for themselves and execute them. Responsibilities attach to people who do the work, rather than elected or selected officials. (CommunityWiki)

Do-ocracy: If you want something done, do it, but remember to be excellent to each other when doing so. (Noisebridge wiki)

A do-ocracy (also sometimes do-opoly, which is a more obvious pun on ‘duopoly’) is an organizational structure in which individuals choose roles and tasks for themselves and execute them. Responsibilities attach to people who do the work, rather than elected or selected officials. (Wiki of the Open Source Geospatial Foundation)


Apart from its occurrences in geek vocabulary for hacking projects, the word do-ocracy was used to self-describe the political action of la Quadrature du Net (Digard, 2011: “the capacity of action entails decision”) and of Anonymous (“that means rule by sheer doing: Individuals propose actions, others join in (or not). There’s no one to grant permission, no promise of praise or credit, so every action must be its own reward.” (Norton, 2012)). It has been mentioned in two academic books, first to describe the Burning Man organization (Chen, 2009) and then the chaotic and unstructured actions of individuals in the video remix culture (Birk, 2014), as well as in a paper on political participation in the Netherlands (Verhoeven et al., 2014). The latter relates it to active citizenship and participation — “active citizens who wish to contribute to the public domain by simply doing things instead of voting, deliberating or negotiating” — and cites papers by Wijdeven on “doe-democratie” (do-ocracy in Dutch) in local cities and therefore outside the hackerspace. A symposium entitled Can do-ocracy deepen democracy? was held in the Netherlands in 2012, and a Dutch governmental document refers to the method (Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations, The Netherlands, 2013).

Again in this third case, the method of distribution has also been applied beyond information policy and intellectual property, in environmental activism, in order to avoid private appropriation leading
to exclusion and pollution. Among the instances of do-o-cracy found in Google Scholar, one is indeed to be found in environmental activism.

Such parallels are not surprising, since both movements are trying to protect digital and natural commons from enclosure; intellectual property is the second enclosure movement, according to Boyle (2003), who also pleads for the emergence of an information economy politics and advocacy movement comparable to the environmental movement. This analogy can be further developed: like the environmental movement, it owes its rhetoric and argumentation to the disciplines of ecology and welfare economics (Boyle, 1997), the digital rights movement political interventions in IP, and IT legal controversies arising from the disciplines of computer science and network systems, coupled with the political economy of information (itself a mix of communications, legal and economic studies). Boyle (1997) rightly points to the opposition between the author-centered model of property rights and “the blindness to the importance of the public domain,” where the bundle of rights is effectively distributed.

A synonym of do-o-cracy, doing by acting, is actocratie, as seen in Dutch (actocratie), on a mailing list of the Pirate Party Netherlands, used to designate people who do something and therefore become natural leaders of a group also including people who do nothing. Mathias Klang explains actocracy as a form of governance observed in “voluntary net-based organizations”, where all members have the possibility of participating, even if sometimes lengthy discussions can prevent action and consultation favors inertia if no consensus is reached. A hackerspace in Oslo explained how it is governed as an actocracy:

…they that do — rule. If you would like to organize an event, build something or improve upon the space, just do so. A community of software developers applies the principle to the decisions related to product development: 'Ultimately whoever ends up doing the work should have final say.'

The expression is also used outside geek culture, for example in a mountain rescue team, where decisions are taken by the most experienced and skilled persons, whose voices are given greater weight:

I know a guy who has worked on a mountain rescue team. The work is exacting and dangerous, involving cross-country travel in hazardous conditions, rapelling down steep slopes and hauling injured people back up, and so forth. The teams have to make difficult tactical decisions at times, and the decisions are made by those who participate and do the work. He calls it 'actocracy' — those who act get to make the decisions. So, within the team, those who have been on previous missions participate in deciding; and the opinions of those who have more experience and greater skill and competence — as judged by others on the team — carry the most weight. There is clearly a hierarchy of status, but the status is based on a track record of past performance.

This horizontal, distributed form of democracy, where power is derived from action, and its working differ from the vertical form of democratic representativity through elected people to whom power is delegated: “In an actocracy the person prepared to do the work actually steers the movement.” A
tweet by @kyrah from 2010 defines actocracy as follows: “let the one who holds the brush decide the colour of the wall she paints.” “Inversion of control structures” is what characterizes this form of power. This model and its lengthy deliberations have been seen again in assemblies of the movements of Nuit Debout in 2016, the Indignados, Occupy and the Arab Spring: “The Tunisian Revolution was all about actocracy (…), nothing was planned” (El Mekki, 2012).

Do-ocracy entails self-organization, a de-structuration of the contestation space, a community with a variable geometry configuration, a non-institutional decentralization of advocacy with an ad-hoc coalition, or a flat, horizontal model for political participation. Even if it appears as distributed, personal re-centralization can occur around more mediated leaders in a do-ocracy. Occupy in the USA, 15M in Spain and Nuit Debout in France are represented in the media by academics. The Marrakesh Treaty owes a lot to a few actors professionally recruited in the classic manner. It is noteworthy that the diplomatic negotiations at one of the final WIPO conferences, before the vote on the treaty, saw two law professors representing the United States, who were opposing the treaty, opposing the delegate of Nigeria, also an American law professor, who had double citizenship and was able to represent both the voice of the South and the Access to Knowledge (a2k) movement, a broader community which does not attend WIPO diplomatic conferences, but which participated in the agenda setting. Indeed in 2013, for the first time in the history of international copyright, a treaty was voted upon that did not extend the prerogatives of rightsholders, but gave rights to the public, specifically blind and visually impaired people and the associations representing them.

The a2k coalition is connected to the movement for digital rights which opposed the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA), rejected by the European Parliament on 3 July 2012, and which supports a free and open internet. They also rely on the efforts of a very few individuals (showing a recentralization), whose legitimacy has been questioned by the civil servants in charge of developing ACTA at the European Commission (or the Hadopi “three-strikes” law in France) as representing only themselves.

They actually rely on a broader distributed community, using, for instance the PiPhone, a free software tool designed to massively call Members of the European Parliament over the phone, a mode of political activism MEPs fear (interviews of MEPs by the author, 2012-2013), in addition to more traditional participation in demonstrations (to defeat ACTA, in Poland). The Pirate Party has been refused the status of observer available to a2k and IP NGO lobbyists at WIPO, but has had two Members of the European Parliament for the past two parliamentary terms. The use of online participation tools has been studied (see Cammaerts, 2008, on multi-stakeholders and mobilization for a multilateral OECD treaty on investment; Powell, 2016b on opposition to SOPA, PIPA, ACTA,
and Tréguer, 2013, on digital activism as hacking of public space). Only La Quadrature, Telecomix and Anonymous, groups with a computer hacker culture, have directly identified themselves with do-o-cracy.

This form of political activism, associating the use of information technology and do-it-yourself culture, differs notably from other forms of representativity and power sources, and it is legitimate to question its legitimacy:

Democracy. In a democracy, everyone has a say in what gets done. In a do-o-cracy, everyone does jobs that they think need to be done, without everyone’s input.

Meritocracy. In a meritocracy, the most qualified people for a job are selected for that job. In a do-o-cracy, whoever does the job gets it, no matter how well they’re qualified.

https://communitywiki.org/fr/DoOcracy

The motivations are social recognition (as with classical political engagement) and acquisition of competences (like free software contributors). Participation can cause frustration for those who have the expertise but not the time, or for those who carry out dull work and can be discouraged. There is a risk to sustainability if the community’s most active leaders leave, and a risk of despotism on the part of actors who, like autocrats, can control the discourse because they occupy the space.

But, more importantly, do-o-cracy, like meritocracy, technocracy, democracy of experts, epistocracy (Eslund, 2013), and algocracy (rule by algorithms, see, Danaher 2016a), deeply question democratic representativity and can lead to a re-concentration of powers without accountability in the hands of those who have most time, and an abandonment of issues which are of least interest to the do-o-crats. This can lead, for instance, to an over-representation of technical topics, connected to young, white, educated male over-representativity (e.g. the gender and South gap in Wikipedia articles). Similarly, the implementation of distributed social currency as an incentive for political participation is questionable if the practice of receiving tokens for mining is exported as a way of encouraging contributions on peer to peer political platforms, as discussed by Roio et al., 2015.

In the previous section, I consider the distribution of trust as a possible option for distributing liability. Therefore, following the experimental protocol, let me try to apply it again to policy-making. The ethical implications for trust and political participation of the design of a distributed participation and policy-making platform in which “the proof that a member in the system is endowed with coins as a reward to an action in the real world while abiding to community rules and enhancing collective values” should be discussed. Implementing reputation tokens and rewards for
participation (as in the Icelandic pilot for YourPriorities, see Roio, 2015) has consequences for democracy. It is an interesting solution for mitigating the sustainability challenges of distributed politics, but the risk of users submitting a large number of useless or repetitive contributions (to further hack the system and get free swimming pool tokens) may impact political diversity and representativeness (peers with more time and more limited financial resource, i.e. students, are likely to contribute more, and balance the possible over-representation of paid lobbyists or political activists who might otherwise contribute more to traditional policy consultations) and should be mitigated.

The distribution of participation is often designated by transparency, or openness (as in free and open source software), and presented as an ideal supposed to allow each and every voice to participate (with alluring labels such as “Open Source Democracy,” see Rushkoff, 2003). It is not necessarily desirable to transpose these features into politics, and the present analysis of distributed politics should avoid both the idealization of changes induced by the distribution of agency and “a politics totally enmeshed in computational metaphors” (see Tkacz, 2012, who recalls that these values are claimed by the entire political spectrum, from libertarians and to neo-liberals, and Hayek's plea that “decentralisation becomes imperative” to post-marxists and leftwing activists). In order to mitigate the lack of accountability of distributed participation and provide a democratic anchor for an otherwise libertarian do-cracy, Verhoeven et al. (2014) suggest that pragmatist criteria should always be in place and depending of the type of institutional involvement one may add classical criteria. More concretely, this means thinking about symbolic representation, horizontal story based forms of accountability, and looking at reciprocity instead of equality.

Again, as for liability and distributed trust, literally distributed participation is not the most mature application of the framework of peer to peer to a legal institution and shows the limits of an overly techno-utopian view of distributing everything.

Experiences of distributed policy making show that an alternative legal order can be produced by competent peers, since lobbying capacity has been achieved by access to knowledge, pirates and citizen users’ rights activists. Effective competitors of established advocacy groups have managed to transform the law with regard to redistribution and fairness. But transaction costs are high. The constitution of an ad-hoc coalition in favor of changing the law requires capacity building and politically relevant proposals linked to physical capacity and social capital. A systematic distribution of everything raises huge concerns of dilution of accountability. More research is needed to investigate the promising area of distributed trust, based on reciprocity and solidarity, and to solidify distributed property by also including reciprocity and taking future generations into account, as environmental legal hacks have demonstrated.
Conclusion

This article presents another mode of interaction between law and technology, by demonstrating how distributed architectures can be embedded in law as a design feature. Peer to peer distributed design is applied as an experimental method to transform the three legal institutions of property, liability and political participation. Applying a peer to peer design to legal institutions has the potential to make them fitter for the commons. Promising examples of legal hacks, both online and in environmental law, are studied. The results of the experimental protocol explain how the peer to peer lens can make legal institutions fitter for the commons, while showing some of its limitations. Developing policy alternatives to individual property and liability, in the form of the legal hacks presented here, is an effective way of challenging the dominant ontology of law and of capital, both grounded around the concept of the liberal individual person which is challenged by peer to peer, and of distributing rights and responsibilities instead of concentrating wealth, liability and powers.
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Notes

[1] Copyright differs from other forms of ownership or property of tangible items. Nevertheless, I keep the controversial label of “intellectual property” in order to justify the choice of legal institution challenged.


[6] Property between a limited number of identified peers is widespread in real estate law (for instance access one week a year with possibility to rent in a holiday resort, or shared occupation of a room between two persons working during the day and during the night in Mumbai). Co-property will distribute property, but also duties or servitudes to a distinct space (the ground floor of a building).

[7] Again reluctantly, I use the expression Intellectual Property because I mean not only copyright, but also patents, since access to medicines also means a distribution of rights.

[8] This does not imply that centralized political action in representative democracy has an effective mechanism of accountability in case of failure (corruption, lack of respect for the program), since re-election is not correlated with any form of assessment of success.
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